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BlueRadios , Inc. Announces 3oz. SVGA Wireless Internet Personal Computer
™
“WiPC ”
Englewood, Colo., May 5, 2009 – – BlueRadios, Inc., industry leader in wireless designs and products,
announces the WiPC (Wireless internet PC), a new mobile device for content snacking. This 3oz.
mobile handheld device features a Kopin SVGA color micro display and is one of the most energy
efficient PCs consuming typically 1Watt of power. WiPC was privately demonstrated at the 2009
International CTIA Wireless Show in Las Vegas.
WiPC has a broad market appeal in a variety of near-eye micro imaging applications traditionally
reserved for military and industrial applications which are now affordable to consumers. “The beauty of
this device is the quality of the micro display and that we reduced a 5 lb. laptop down to 3oz. so it fits in
the palm of your hand,” says Mark Kramer President and CEO of BlueRadios, Inc. He adds, “Our
product changes the way high quality mobile media content is viewed and accessed.”
WiPC is a wireless mobile broadband device that provides access to Internet-based information and
entertainment content as well as voice, data, and video communications. It integrates a high-resolution
color liquid crystal micro display, superb magnifying optics, and video technologies to create a virtual
15 inch image comparable to a standard notebook display or a large-screen television. WiPC systems
provide a full PC color image ideal for viewing standard web pages and HD media.
BlueRadios plans to offer cellular handset capabilities in future product releases allowing WiPC users to
connect their lives with the world on-the-go. The product is available to Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) and large consumer electronics distributors with advanced operating systems:
Android, Linux, or Windows. Product includes support for 3.5G, Bluetooth, GPS, and WiFi. For
strategic partnership opportunities contact BlueRadios at 303-957-1003.
###
About BlueRadios, Inc.
BlueRadios®, Inc. is a systems integrator for wireless micro display and virtual imaging devices. The
Company provides wireless video, data, and voice communications technology to Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs). The Company revitalizes the industry with consistent breakthroughs, such as
superior RF performance and price for both industrial and commercial applications. BlueRadios
headquarters are located south of downtown Denver, Colorado. For more information on WiPC visit
www.myWiPC.com.
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